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1. Introduction

Terrain variables have been used widely in soil organic matter
(SOM) content mapping as they can be incorporated into
geostatistical methods and used as secondary variables (Bell

et al., 2000; Mueller and Pierce, 2003). Terrain variables enhance
SOM map quality and reduce the cost of sampling in three ways.
First, terrain variables that are derived from a digital elevation
model (DEM) can be acquired at a low cost. Second, terrain
variables are exhaustive and spatially extensive, and provide
potentially voluminous data sets, which provide relevant informa-
tion at unsampled locations. The third and perhaps most important
aspect is the significant correlation between terrain variables and
SOM. Studies have revealed that soils with high moisture content
increase SOM due to the promotion of plant growth and the
slowdown of organic matter decomposition (Starr et al., 2000;
Janzen et al., 2002). Since soil moisture can be modeled
quantitatively by terrain indices, SOM might also exhibit
significant correlation with terrain variables (Jenny, 1941; Moore
et al., 1993; Janzen et al., 2002; Mueller and Pierce, 2003). The
better soil moisture is quantified by a terrain variable, the stronger
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A B S T R A C T

Terrain attributes derived from digital elevation models have been used widely for mapping soil organic

matter (SOM). Among these attributes, the topographic wetness index (TWI), an index for quantitatively

indicating the balance between water accumulation and drainage conditions at the local scale, has been

shown to correlate with SOM. However, TWIs used in most studies are calculated using a single-flow-

direction (SFD) algorithm, which assumes that all water from a grid cell flows into only one neighboring

cell. This assumption is not always valid, especially in areas with low relief where movement of water

may be divergent. To overcome this SFD limitation, a multiple-flow-direction (MFD) algorithm has been

developed, which distributes flow from a grid cell to several downslope neighbors. In this study we

compared the effect of TWI calculations based on SFD and MFD in predictive mapping of SOM by

incorporating them into different kriging methods over a 51.76 km2 area in Nenjiang County of

northeastern China. We found that the MFD-based TWI was better correlated with SOM than was the

SFD-based index. We then compared the accuracies of SOM maps which were derived from MFD-based

TWI and SFD-based TWI incorporated by ordinary kriging (OK), simple kriging with varying local means

(SKlm), kriging with external drift (KED) and collocated cokriging (CC). The MFD-based TWI, used as a

secondary variable in SKlm and CC, outperforms the SFD-based TWI. For the different kriging methods,

CC (incorporating either MFD-based TWI or SFD-based TWI) showed the best performance, and OK

generated a better result than SKlm and KED. Both the MFD-based TWI and SFD-based TWI proved to be

incompatible with KED and SKlm due to their numerical instability caused by the rough TWI surfaces.

Among all predictive methods, CC incorporating the MFD-based TWI produced the best results. This is

because: (1) the MFD-based TWI is best able to indicate quantitatively soil moisture and therefore has

the strongest correlation with SOM; (2) CC is capable of utilizing effectively the spatial auto-correlation

of SOM and the cross-correlation between SOM and the MFD-based TWI.
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the relation between SOM and the variable. Consequently, the
higher the efficiency of the variable for the SOM mapping will be.
Thus it is important to utilize improved terrain variables that may
better describe soil moisture and enhance mapping quality.

Among the many terrain variables developed, the topographic
wetness index (TWI) is considered a good indicator of soil moisture
distribution at different landscape positions where overland flow
dominates water transport processes, and may therefore show a
significant relationship with SOM distribution (Beven and Kirkby,
1979). Moore et al. (1993) found significant correlations between
terrain variables calculated from a DEM and measured soil
attributes, and showed that slope gradient and TWI accounted for
more than half of the variability of the A-horizon thickness and SOM.
Bell et al. (1995) identified TWI and the depression proximity index
as the most suitable predictors of the A-horizon and carbonate
depth. Western et al. (1999) found that during wet periods TWI and
contributing area explain up to 61% of the spatial variation in soil
moisture (compared with several other terrain variables). Luca et al.
(2007) proposed that terrain variables such as contributing area and
TWI that incorporate upslope length could further improve SOM
estimation, as these variables better reflect water redistribution.
Sumfleth and Duttmann (2008) also showed that the distribution of
soil carbon corresponds significantly to the TWI.

The relevance of TWI for SOM mapping can be explained by
considering its definition (Eq. (1)):

TWI ¼ ln
a

tan b

� �
(1)

where a is the specific catchment area (SCA), and tan b is the local
slope gradient. SCA indicates the potential flow accumulation to a
specific location, and tan b reflects the local drainage potential
(Beven and Kirkby, 1979; Quinn et al., 1995). The combination of
SCA and local slope gradient represents the balance between water
accumulation and drainage conditions at the local scale, which
reflects soil moisture and SOM distribution.

The TWI can be computed using different algorithms. There are
two significant approaches to determine SCA: the single-flow-
direction (SFD) algorithm and the multiple-flow-direction (MFD)
algorithm. SFD assumes that all water from a grid cell flows into only
one neighboring cell (that with the lowest relative elevation), and
MFD assumes that flow from the current position drains into more
than one downslope neighboring cell (Wolock and McCabe, 1995).
Previous studies have shown that MFD performs significantly better
than SFD in constructing the spatial distribution of SCA or TWI
(Quinn et al., 1991; Freeman, 1991; Fairfield and Leymarie, 1991;
Bertolo, 2000). Although the significant differences between SCAs
and TWIs resulting from different computation approaches have
been investigated, few studies have characterized explicitly the
effects of different TWI algorithms on SOM mapping.

To compare the effect of different TWI algorithms on SOM
mapping, we incorporated TWIs based on these algorithms into
different kriging methods. Geostatistical methods are some of the
most widely used tools in estimating soil properties because they
utilize the auto-correlation of the primary variable and the cross-
correlation between the primary variable and secondary variables.
There are two ways to combine the secondary variables into a
kriging system. The first is to treat the primary variable as the
summation of the local mean and the residual value. The local
mean can be modeled with a regression function between the
primary and the secondary variable, and the residual value,
acquired by subtracting the local mean from the original data, can
be kriged by simple kriging (Raspa et al., 1997; Hengl et al., 2007).
The second approach is to use the cokriging method in which the
secondary variable(s) is (are) embedded directly into the cokriging
system (Journel and Huijbregts, 1978; Vauclin et al., 1983).

Comparisons between these two methods have been made
(Knotters et al., 1995; Goovaerts, 2000), showing that quality of
estimation is dependant on not only the kriging strategy but also
the performances of the variables, that is, the auto-correlation of
primary variable and the cross-correlation between variables. In
this regard, we think it is necessary to use different kriging
methods to determine which combination (between different
kriging methods and secondary variables) is the most efficient for
SOM mapping.

In this paper, we compare of impact of MFD-based TWI and
SFD-based TWI on SOM mapping by implementing different
kriging methods in which the TWIs are employed as secondary
variables. We first compute correlation coefficients between SOM
and eight secondary terrain variables and identify that both SFD-
and MFD-based TWI are correlated significantly with SOM. We
then map SOM by incorporating both TWIs into different kriging
methods: ordinary kriging (OK), simple kriging with varying local
means (SKlm), kriging with an external drift (KED) and collocated
cokriging (CC). Finally we evaluate the results generated by various
combinations of selected secondary variables and kriging methods
by means of cross-validation.

The remainder of the paper is arranged in five sections. Section
2 describes the research area and the data set. Section 3 presents
the descriptions of correlation coefficients, all kriging methods and
the evaluation criteria. In Section 4, the correlations between the
derived secondary variables and SOM are compared and mapping
results using different kriging strategies are presented. The impact
of the MFD-based TWI on SOM mapping is analyzed through the
comparison between various combinations in Section 5. Conclud-
ing remarks are presented in Section 6.

2. Study area and data

2.1. Study area

The study area is located in Heshan County, Heilongjiang
Province, Northeastern China (4885302400–4885902400N, 1258802400–
12581601200E) (Fig. 1a). It is situated in the Laolaihe watershed,
which has a total area 51.76 km2. Mollisols are the dominant soil
class in this area (Zhang et al., 2007; Yang, 2007). Clay content
ranges from 5% to 20%, and the texture is loam to clay loam. The
area has low relief, with elevation ranging from 278 m to 362 m
above sea level and a slope gradient below 5%. The average annual
temperature at the site is 12.2 8C, and the average annual
precipitation is between 400 and 600 mm. Overland flow
dominates soil water redistribution in spring and summer. This
is due to frozen subsoil does not thawing until late April preventing
significant infiltration of spring precipitation and there being
abundant rainfall in summer, both of which lead to overland flow
(Zhang et al., 2007; Yang, 2007). The area is managed under
conventional agricultural production and the predominant crops
are soybean and spring wheat.

A 10 m-resolution DEM was derived from a 1:10,000 scale
topographic map (published by Chinese Bureau of Surveying and
Mapping, 1987) using ArcGIS 8.3. We collected 54 soil samples at
different topographic locations in July 2005 (Fig. 1b). We dug
1.2 m-depth profiles at each location, and collected SOM samples
from the A-horizon. The locations of the samples were determined
by GPS handset, with a positional error<10 m. Soil thickness in the
area varies from 0.30 m to 1.25 m. The samples were analyzed for
SOM, N, P, K and particle size distribution.

2.2. Computation of TWIs and other related terrain variables

We derived eight terrain variables from the DEM: (1) profile
curvature (P_cuv), (2) plan curvature (F_cuv), (3) horizontal
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curvature (H_cuv), (4) slope, (5) aD8 (SCA computed with the D8
algorithm), (6) aMFD (SCA computed with the MFD algorithm), (7)
TWID8 (TWI based on the D8 algorithm), (8) TWIMFD (TWI based on
the MFD algorithm). Variables (1)–(3) were computed according to
Shary et al. (2002), (4) was computed according to Zevenbergen
and Thorne (1987). Variables (1)–(4) were calculated using ArcGIS
8.3. Computations of the remaining terrain variables were
implemented using the software SimDTA 1.0, which was devel-
oped by the second author, and their definitions are described as
follows.

aD8 is an SCA index based on the D8 (SFD) algorithm, which
assumes that water can only flow in the steepest direction of
descent (O’Callaghan and Mark, 1984).

aMFD is an SCA index based on the MFD algorithm proposed by
Quinn et al. (1991). The algorithm’s key feature is the determina-
tion of the flow-partitioning proportion of the ith downslope
neighboring cell (di), which is calculated by

di ¼
ðtan biÞ

p � LiP8
j¼1 ðtan b jÞ

p � L j

(2)

where tan bi is the slope gradient from the center cell to the ith
neighboring cell, p is the weighting of flow partition, and Li is the
geometric weighting of the ith neighboring cell (Quinn et al., 1991).
Note that the aMFD approaches asymptotically the aD8 as p

increases. The choice of the value of p has been discussed
extensively (Quinn et al., 1991, 1995; Freeman, 1991; Qin et al.,

2007). In this paper, we let p = 1, as proposed by Quinn et al. (1991),
when calculating aMFD and TWIMFD.

From these two definitions of SCA, two TWIs are calculated
based on the following equations:

TWID8 ¼ ln
aD8

tan b

� �
(3)

TWIMFD ¼ ln
aMFD

tan b

� �
(4)

2.3. Data preparation

Data should be preprocessed to identify outliers before being
used in SOM mapping. Outliers are those values that differ
significantly from the values of surrounding locations, and can
alter significantly the results of the statistical analysis. Different
methods for identifying and processing outliers have been
proposed (Anselin, 1995; Getis and Ord, 1996). Due to our study
area being small we use a global threshold (z̄þ 2s) to identify
outliers, where z̄ is the mean of the sampled values, and s is their
standard deviation. Values exceeding the threshold are treated as
outliers and assigned the threshold value. The advantage of this
method is that we not only keep the processed outliers (i.e. retain
their relatively high values) but also ensure the stability of the
semi-variogram that is used extensively in this study.

Fig. 2. Histograms of SOM data. (a) The raw data of SOM and (b) the processed data

of SOM.

Fig. 1. Research area and locations of samples. (a) Location of the research area; (b)

locations of samples and the DEM of the research area (unit of x- and y-axis: meter).

T. Pei et al. / Ecological Indicators 10 (2010) 610–619612
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One SOM value was identified as an outlier (Fig. 2) and we
reduced its value to the corresponding threshold. The processed
SOM data were then tested for normality, which was confirmed
(Fig. 2). Statistics of the SOM data before and after preprocessing
are presented in Table 1. No outliers were found in the eight
secondary variables, and their normality was also confirmed.
Variables were standardized for correlation analysis and further
estimation.

3. Methods

3.1. Correlation coefficient

We used Pearson correlation coefficients to measure the
correlation between two variables. For variables xi and yi (i = 1,2,
. . ., N), the Pearson correlation coefficient between them is defined as

r ¼
PN

i¼1ðxi � x̄Þðyi � ȳÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPN
i¼1 ðxi � x̄Þ2

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPN
i¼1 ðyi � ȳÞ2

q (5)

where x̄ and ȳ are the means of xi and yi, respectively (Rodgers and
Nicewander, 1988).

3.2. Ordinary kriging (OK)

OK is a univariate estimator expressed as

z�OKðxÞ ¼
XnðxÞ
a¼1

lOK
a ðxÞzðxaÞ with

XnðxÞ
a¼1

lOK
a ðxÞ ¼ 1: (6)

where z(xa) is the observation sampled at xa, n(x) is the number of
neighboring observations, lOK

a ðxÞ is the weight for the observation
of xa. The weight lOK

a ðxÞ can be estimated by solving the following
system of n(x) + 1 equations (Journel and Huijbregts, 1978).

XnðxÞ
b¼1

lOK
b ðxÞgðxa � xbÞ �mðxÞ ¼ gðxa � xÞ a ¼ 1; . . . ;nðxÞ

XnðxÞ
b¼1

lOK
b ðxÞ ¼ 1

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

(7)

where m(x) is the Lagrange parameter, and g(�) is the semi-
variogram of the variable to be estimated.

3.3. Simple kriging with varying local means (SKlm)

The main idea of SKlm (some authors refer to it as regression
kriging, e.g. Hengl et al., 2007) is to replace the known stationary

mean in the simple kriging estimate by known varying local
means, which can be derived from the secondary variable
(Goovaerts, 1997). The SKlm estimator is

z�SKlmðxÞ ¼ m�SKðxÞ þ
XnðxÞ
a¼1

lSK
a ðxÞ½zðxaÞ �m�SKðxaÞ� (8)

where m�SKðxÞ is the local mean, lSK
a ðxÞ is the weight for the primary

variable at xa. m�SKðxÞ can be estimated through a regression
function (usually linear) of the secondary variable: m�SKðxÞ
¼ a0ðxÞ þ a1ðxÞyðxÞ. a0(x) and a1(x) here are constant over the
research area. lSK

a ðxÞ can be estimated by solving the following
simple kriging (SK) system:

XnðxÞ
b¼1

lSK
b ðxÞCSK

R ðxa � xbÞ ¼ CSK
R ðxa � xÞ; a ¼ 1; . . . ;nðxÞ (9)

where CSK
R ðhÞ is the covariance function of the residue R(x)

(RðxÞ ¼ ZðxÞ �m�SKðxÞ).

3.4. Kriging with external drift (KED)

Like the SKlm approach, KED uses secondary information to
derive the local mean of the primary variable and then performs
simple kriging on the corresponding residues:

z�KEDðxÞ ¼ m�KEDðxÞ þ
XnðxÞ
a¼1

lKED
a ðxÞ½zðxaÞ �m�KEDðxaÞ� (10)

where m�KEDðxÞ is the local mean and can be modeled as
m�KEDðxÞ ¼ a�0ðxÞ þ a�1ðxÞyðxÞ, lKED

a ðxÞ is the weight for the primary
variable at xa. In KED, the regression coefficients (a�0ðxÞ and a�1ðxÞ)
are estimated implicitly through a kriging system (Eq. (11)) and
varied with different locations (Goovaerts, 1997).

where the CKED
R ð�Þ is the covariance of the residual R(x)

(RðxÞ ¼ ZðxÞ �m�KEDðxÞ).

3.5. Collocated cokriging (CC)

CC is a cokriging method in which the only incorporated
secondary datum is the one collocated with the location x. The
estimator of CC is

z�CCðxÞ ¼
Xn1ðxÞ

a1¼1

lCC
a1
ðxÞz1ðxa1

Þ þ lCC
2 ðxÞ½z2ðxÞ �m2 þm1� (12)

with weights (lCC
a1
ðxÞ) of the primary variable and that (lCC

2 ðxÞ)

of the secondary variable summed to 1 (i.e.
Pn1ðxÞ

a1¼1 lCC
a1
ðxÞ

þlCC
2 ðxÞ ¼ 1), where m1 and m2 are means of the primary and

the secondary variable, respectively, and n1(x) is the number
of neighboring observations of the primary variable. The weights
in Eq. (12) are estimated by solving the following kriging
system.

Table 1
Summary statistics of raw and processed SOM data.

Variables (unit) Means Std. Min Max Normally distributed

SOM (raw data) (%) 5.12 4.02 2.59 32.64 No

SOM (processed) (%) 4.76 1.72 2.59 13.15 Yes

XnðxÞ
b¼1

lKED
b ðxÞCKED

R ðxa � xbÞ þmKED
0 ðxÞ þmKED

1 ðxÞyðxaÞ ¼ CKED
R ðxa � xÞ a ¼ 1; . . . ;nðxÞ

XnðxÞ
b¼1

lKED
b ðxÞ ¼ 1

XnðxÞ
b¼1

lKED
b ðxÞyðxbÞ ¼ yðxÞ

8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

(11)
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Xn1ðxÞ

b2¼1

lCC
b1
ðxÞC11ðxa1

� xb1
Þ þ lCC

2 ðxÞC12ðxa1
� xb1

Þ

þmCCðxÞ ¼ C11ðxa1
� xÞ a1 ¼ 1; . . . ;n1ðxÞ

Xn1ðxÞ

b1¼1

lCC
b1
ðxÞC21ðx� xb1

Þ þ lCC
2 ðxÞC22ð0Þ þmCCðxÞ ¼ C21ð0Þ

Xn1ðxÞ

a1¼1

lCC
a1
ðxÞ þ lCC

2 ðxÞ ¼ 1

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

(13)

where C11(�) is the covariance function of the primary variable,
C12(�) is the cross covariance function between the primary
variable and the secondary variable, and C22(0) is the covariance
function of secondary variable for jhj = 0 (Goovaerts, 1997).

3.6. Evaluation criteria

Due to the limited number of soil samples we used cross-
validation to evaluate the impacts of TWID8 and TWIMFD on SOM
mapping. The principle of cross-validation is to remove a known
observation and then re-estimate it with the remaining data. Here,
we used the mean absolute error of prediction (MAE) and the mean
squared error of prediction (MSE) as criteria for the comparison. MAE
measures the average absolute error between the measured and
predicted SOM values and is defined as: MAE¼ 1

n

Pn
a¼1 z�ðxaÞ� zðxaÞ,

where z(xa) is themeasured value of SOM,z*(xa) isthe predicted value
of SOM, and n is the number of samples. MSE measures the average
square error between the measured and predicted SOM values and is
defined as: MSE ¼ 1

n

Pn
a¼1 ðz�ðxaÞ � zðxaÞÞ2.

4. Results

4.1. Correlation between TWIs and SOM

The Pearson’s correlation coefficients between the variables
derived from the DEM and processed SOM measurements are

listed in Table 2. Correlation coefficients for TWIMFD and TWID8 are
the strongest and considerably higher than the others. Correlations
between the TWIs and SOM were stronger than those between
SCAs and SOM, which is likely due to the TWIs’ better
representation of soil moisture.

TWIMFD showed a stronger correlation with SOM than TWID8.
This was also validated by the linear regression analysis between

Fig. 3. Linear regression between processed SOM and TWIs. (a) TWID8 and (b)

TWIMFD (both linear regression functions are tested to be significant at the 0.05

level).

Fig. 4. Distributions of TWID8 and TWIMFD. (a) TWID8 and (b) TWIMFD (unit of x- and y-axis: meter).

Table 2
Correlation coefficients between terrain variables and SOM.

Slope P_cuv F_cuv H_cuv aD8 aMFD TWID8 TWIMFD

SOM �0.118 �0.100 �0.074 �0.092 0.190 0.158 0.307a 0.482a

a Significant at the 0.05 level.

T. Pei et al. / Ecological Indicators 10 (2010) 610–619614
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SOM and the TWIs (Fig. 3), in which the R2 and the regression
coefficient of the linear regression function between SOM and
TWIMFD (0.23 and 0.49) were larger than those between SOM and
TWID8 (0.07 and 0.31). This might reflect that water flow is more
divergent in the low-relief areas and TWIMFD may better represent

the resulting soil moisture distribution than TWID8. To compare
their performance in different SOM mapping strategies, we
designated TWID8 and TWIMFD (their distributions are shown in
Fig. 4) as exhaustive secondary variables and employed OK, SKlm,
KED and CC for spatial prediction.

Fig. 5. Experimental (dots) and modeled (lines) semi-variograms and cross semi-variograms. (a) SOM, (b) regression residue of SOM (TWID8), (c) regression residue of SOM

(TWIMFD), (d) residue of SOM (TWID8), (e) residue of SOM (TWIMFD), (f) SOM-TWID8, (g) TWID8, (h) SOM-TWIMFD, and (i) TWIMFD.

T. Pei et al. / Ecological Indicators 10 (2010) 610–619 615
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4.2. (Co)regionalization

4.2.1. Regionalization of OK

In Eq. (7), g(xa � xb) and g(xa � x) are the coefficients and can be
computed through regionalization modeling. The experimental
SOM semi-variogram is shown in Fig. 5a. Due to the limited
number of samples only the omnidirectional semi-variogram was
computed. In previous SOM mapping studies, the spherical,
Gaussian and exponential have been the most widely used models
in fitting semi-variograms. Here, we use the spherical model to fit
the experimental SOM semi-variogram. The regionalization SOM
modeling was interactively fitted with a visual fitting tool (GSTAT
2.0)3 (the parameters are listed in Table 3). The (co)regionalization
modeling hereafter was also implemented with GSTAT 2.0.

4.2.2. Regionalizations of SKlm-TWID8 and SKlm-TWIMFD

gSK
R ðhÞ is the residual semi-variogram, which is computed by

subtracting the local mean m�SKðxÞ from the primary datum z(xa).
The local means were obtained by using the linear regression
function between the secondary variable and SOM. In our study,
the linear regression function between SOM and TWID8 was
estimated to be SOM ¼ 0:31TWID8, and that between SOM and
TWIMFD to be SOM ¼ 0:49TWIMFD (Fig. 3). The SOM residual semi-
variograms accounting for the secondary variables (TWID8 and
TWIMFD) are shown in Fig. 5b and c, and the parameters of each
model are presented in Table 3. Due to the subtraction of local
means, the residual semi-variograms display smaller sill values
than those of SOM, as expected.

4.2.3. Regionalizations of KED-TWID8 and KED-TWIMFD

gKED
R ðhÞ should be inferred from pairs of primary values that are

unaffected or only slightly affected by its trend (Goovaerts, 1997).
In our study pairs of locations, where the difference between the
collocated secondary values is less than 0.5 m2 (m2 is the mean of
secondary variable), were selected to estimate gKED

R ðhÞ. Residual
semi-variograms of SOM accounting for the secondary variables
(TWID8 and TWIMFD) were computed and fitted (see Fig. 5d and e).
Compared with the SOM semi-variogram (Fig. 5a), the residual
semi-variograms display smaller nugget and sill values (Table 3).

4.2.4. Co-regionalization of CC-TWID8 and CC-TWIMFD

To solve the cokriging system (Eq. (13)), the co-regionalization
should be modeled for the computation of g11(�), g12(�) and g122(�).
The issue is to fit the direct semi-variograms of SOM and TWIs and
the cross semi-variogram between SOM and TWIs under the
constraint of the authorized co-regionalization model The co-
regionalization model must satisfy the permissible condition,

which ensures the matrix of auto- and cross covariance models C(�)
are positive semi-definite. The practical way to build a permissible
model is to model the direct semi-variograms and cross semi-
variogram with a linear combination of a set of basic models, and to
ensure all principal minor determinants of the coefficients
matrixes of the basic models are non-negative (Goovaerts, 1997).

We first model the co-regionalization of SOM-TWID8. According
to the semi-variograms and cross semi-variograms between SOM
and TWID8, two basic structures, i.e. a pure nugget model and a
spherical model, are adopted. The linear combination is

gSOMðhÞ ¼ 0:03g0ðhÞ þ 0:85g1ðhÞ
gSOM-TWID8

ðhÞ ¼ �0:02g0ðhÞ þ 0:30g1ðhÞ
gTWID8

ðhÞ ¼ 0:58g0ðhÞ þ 0:45g1ðhÞ
(14)

where g0(h) is the pure nugget model, and g1(h) is the spherical
model with a range of 2000 m. The cross semi-variogram of SOM-
TWID8 and the semi-variogram of TWID8 are displayed in Fig. 5f and

g. Because
b1

11 b1
21

b1
12 b1

22

����
���� ¼ 0:03 �0:02

�0:02 0:58

����
���� ¼ 0:017>0 and

b2
11 b2

21

b2
12 b2

22

����
���� ¼ 0:85 0:30

0:30 0:45

����
���� ¼ 0:2925>0, the linear model of the

co-regionalization is a permissible one.
Similarly, we used the same linear combination (including g0(h)

and g1(h)) to model the co-regionalization of SOM-TWIMFD

(Eq. (15)). The model can be proved easily to be permissible.

gSOMðhÞ ¼ 0:03g0ðhÞ þ 0:85g1ðhÞ
gSOM-TWIMFD

ðhÞ ¼ �0:04g0ðhÞ þ 0:53g1ðhÞ
gTWIMFD

ðhÞ ¼ 0:38g0ðhÞ þ 0:67g1ðhÞ
(15)

The cross semi-variogram of SOM-TWIMFD and the semi-
variogram of TWIMFD are shown in Fig. 5h and i, respectively.

4.3. Mapping results

After (co)regionalization modeling, we generated SOM maps
with seven mapping approaches (i.e. OK, SKlm-TWID8, SKlm-
TWIMFD, KED-TWID8, KED-TWIMFD, CC-TWID8 and CC-TWIMFD) with
GSLIB. The mapping results are displayed in Fig. 6. All maps show
the same two high value areas in the east and northwest. Apart
from this, the maps differ significantly. The OK map (Fig. 6a) shows
a smooth SOM surface, whereas the SKlm, KED and CC maps are
influenced significantly by the secondary variables and reveal
more detail (Fig. 6b–g). These can be validated by consulting the
TWI distributions (Fig. 4). The impact of TWID8 is obvious in maps
generated by SKlm-TWID8, KED-TWID8 and CC-TWID8 (Fig. 6b, d
and f), while the impact of TWIMFD is more pronounced in Fig. 6c, e
and g.

The statistics of the estimation results show that negative
values (for example, �19.31) and extremely large values (for
example, 103.65) appear in the KED results (both with TWID8 and
TWIMFD). This is because the TWIs (both TWID8 and TWIMFD) are
raggedly regionalized variables distributed over the study area,
which can be explained by their nugget values (0.38 for TWIMFD

and 0.58 for TWID8, which are much larger than the other values,
see Table 3). The magnitude of this effect varies with the
neighborhood chosen for KED (the searching radii for the primary
and the secondary variable in KED were set to 2000 m as the
correlation distances (i.e. range) are 2000 m in all (co)regionaliza-
tion models); larger neighborhoods might be smoother. The coarse
distributions make the system of KED unstable and thereby
produce extreme small (negative) and large values. The black-
white mingled areas in the east and northwest part of Fig. 6d and e
are caused by the non-smooth predictions.

Table 3
Parameters of semi-variogram and cross semi-variogram models.

Semi-variogram C0 Range (m) C

gSOM(h) 0.03 2000 0.85

gSK
R ðhÞ (with TWID8) 0.03 2000 0.80

gSK
R ðhÞ (with TWIMFD) 0.15 2000 0.55

gKED
R ðhÞ (with TWID8) 0 2000 0.60

gKED
R ðhÞ (with TWIMFD) 0 2000 0.60

gSOM-TWID8
ðhÞ �0.02 2000 0.30

gSOM-TWIMFD
ðhÞ �0.04 2000 0.53

gTWID8
ðhÞ 0.58 2000 0.45

gTWIMFD
ðhÞ 0.38 2000 0.67

3 GSTAT 2.0 was developed by the first author (interested readers may ask the

first author for free use).
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Fig. 6. SOM maps generated by different combinations of geostatistical methods and TWIs. (a) OK, (b) SKlm-TWID8, (c) SKlm-TWIMFD, (d) KED-TWID8, (e) KED-TWIMFD, (f) CC-

TWID8, and (g) CC-TWIMFD (unit of x- and y-axis: meter).

Table 4
Cross-validation results.

OK Sklm (TWID8) SKlm (TWIMFD) KED (TWID8) KED (TWIMFD) CC (TWID8) CC (TWIMFD)

MAE (%) 1.82 2.17 1.90 2.01 1.91 1.73 1.64

MSE (�10�4) 19.08 22.07 18.74 19.93 20.74 17.73 16.90
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5. Discussion

We first analyzed the correlation coefficients and the para-
meters of the (cross) semi-variograms between SOM and TWIMFD

to see if they reflected the ecosystem status of the study area. The
small nugget value of gSOM(h) indicates that SOM is distributed
smoothly over the research area. However, its sill value, standard
variance and histogram show that the variation of SOM at a large
scale is significant (remembering the maximum value is over 10
times larger than the minimum). The large variation of SOM may
result from soil erosion that is caused by a combination of wind,
water and tillage (Yang, 2007; Wang et al., 2009). As stated in
Section 3, in summer and spring, overland flow dominates water
redistribution processes, and may play an important role in the soil
erosion (Yang, 2007; Wang et al., 2009). The correlation coefficient
between SOM and TWIMFD indicates that SOM distribution is
influenced by the overland flow, since TWIMFD may better reflect
the strength of the overland flow. In addition, the large range
(2000 m) and the high sill value (0.53) of the cross semi-variogram
between SOM and TWIMFD also imply the influence of the overland
flow on SOM redistribution. We then studied the estimation results
generated using different combinations of kriging methods and
TWIs. The results of the cross-validation are listed in Table 4. We
first compared the impacts of TWIMFD and TWID8 on SOM mapping.
Results of the cross-validation (Table 4) show that TWIMFD

outperforms TWID8 for SKlm and CC, while being similar to TWID8

for KED (the cross-validation KED-TWIMFD produced less MAE but
larger MSE). This can be explained by the difference in correlations
to SOM between TWIMFD and TWID8.

Regarding kriging methods, we found that results generated by
SKlm and KED are no better than those by OK. OK performed better
than SKlm-TWID8, SKlm-TWIMFD, KED-TWID8 and KED-TWIMFD.
This also shows that SKlm and KED may not help to reduce
significantly the uncertainty of SOM mapping when secondary
variables do not have strong enough correlations with the primary
variable. This was supported by the correlation coefficients
between SOM and TWIs and the statistics of linear regression
(R2 and the constant parameters). A possible reason is that the
estimation of local mean in KED and SKlm is influenced largely by
the strength of the correlation between the primary and secondary
variable (Goovaerts, 1997), and the moderate correlation in this
case will lead to the low accuracy of the estimation of local mean,
and ultimately distort the SOM estimation. Interestingly, no matter
what the secondary variable is, results generated by CC are better
than those by OK, SKlm and KED (Table 4). We conclude that CC

may enhance the estimation by using the supplemented informa-
tion at unsampled locations even if the cross-correlation between
primary and secondary variable is moderate. Among all combina-
tions between secondary variables and kriging methods, CC
combined with TWIMFD produced the least MAE and MSE.

6. Conclusion

In our study, TWIMFD shows the strongest correlation with SOM
among the terrain variables, including the SFD-based TWI. The
validation results showed that the best combination of geostatis-
tical method and the secondary variable for SOM mapping is CC
and TWIMFD, which produced the lowest error of all combinations.
The high performance of CC-TWIMFD can be explained by two
factors. First, the TWIMFD is a synthesized index that shows
superior capability of representing quantitatively the spatial
distribution of soil moisture, and therefore displays a relatively
high correlation with SOM. Second, CC is capable of utilizing
effectively the spatial auto-correlation and the cross-correlation
between SOM and secondary exhausted variable for the SOM
mapping, even if the variable is not distributed smoothly over the
research area. The performance of CC-TWIMFD indicates that the
combination not only reduces uncertainties but also reveals more
details of SOM distribution. TWIMFD is not compatible with KED
because TWIMFD is not distributed smoothly in the study area,
which may weaken the stability of kriging systems.

Due to enhanced resolution and precision in the spatial
modeling of landscapes afforded by DEMs, and the different
terrain variables generated from them, these terrain models have
become an important information source for ecological studies.
The significance of our study is to show the potential predictive
power of a MFD-based TWI for mapping SOM compared to the SDF-
based TWI. Our finding is applicable to various resource mapping
applications, particularly for precision agriculture and monitoring
the spatial distribution of nutrients and moisture conditions. The
limitations of our study are twofold: (1) the comparison between
the SFD-based TWI and the MFD-based TWI was implemented in a
low-relief area only; (2) the sensitivity of the MFD parameters (for
example, the parameter of p in the calculation of TWIMFD) to the
precision of SOM mapping needs to be studied further.
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